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Introductory Remarks

We will start this survey of theories of the nature of mankind from the late 
sixteenth to the early nineteenth century by going back to a case which had to be 
decided by the Court of Sessions in Edinburgh in January 1778. Joseph Knight, 
born in Africa, kidnapped and abducted by slave traders to the West Indies, 
had been sold to a Sir John Wedderburn, of Scottish origin, an owner of sugar 
plantations in Jamaica. In 1769 Knight was brought to Scotland, where in 1774 
he started to fight with legal means for his release from slavery respectively from 
“perpetual service”. Wedderburn, incensed by what he termed the “ingratitude” 
of his “slave”, threatened to take him back to Jamaica and to put him on sale; 
after Knight had left his house without permission, his “owner” had him arrested. 
Eventually Knight obtained his freedom by a surprise decision of the highest civil 
court of Scotland, in a vote of eight against four judges1. The case, interesting in 
itself, because it preceded by almost thirty years the abolition of slave trade in 
the British Empire in 1807, deserves attention because of some of the persons 

1 For information concerning the facts see Knight 2007; there is no edition of the records of the 
case, and only a fictionalized biography of Knight by Robertson 2003.
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involved in the proceedings: foremost the lawyer, historian and philosopher 
Henry Home Lord Kames, who was one of the judges, then the writer Samuel 
Johnson and his friend James Boswell, who took part in the public debate on the 
case. The verdict against Wedderburn was accompanied by the remark of Lord 
Kames: “we sit here to enforce right and not to enforce wrong”. This is rather 
striking, as the judge was just preparing the second edition of his Sketches of 
the History of Man, which were to be published in the same year, after a first 
version in 1774. In a Preliminary Discourse, concerning the Origin of Men and of 
Languages for the new edition, Lord Kames advocated the existence of different 
races of men:

If the only rule afforded by nature for classing animals can be depended upon, there 
are different species of men as well as of dogs: a mastiff differs not more from a spaniel, 
than a white man from a negro, or a Laplander from a Dane. And if we have any belief 
in Providence, it ought to be so. Plants were created of different kinds to fit them for 
different climates, and so were brute animals. Certain it is, that all men are not fitted 
equally for every climate. (Kames 1778, Vol. I, Introduction: 20)

Lord Kames, obviously, set aside his professed belief in providence in favour of 
humanity; whereas he was convinced that God had created different – he avoids 
saying: ‘superior’ and ‘inferior’ – races; but in the court room he did not hesitate 
to defend the natural right of a fellow human being to freedom and incolumity. 
We have to disregard the wording of the sentence that today may sound offensive, 
and just take in the argument; the verdict ruled that

the dominion assumed over this Negro, under the law of Jamaica, being unjust, could 
not be supported in this country to any extent: That, therefore, the defender had no 
right to the Negro’s service for any space of time, nor to send him out of the country 
against his consent: That the Negro was likewise protected under the act 1701, c. 6. 
from being sent out of the country against his consent2.

Evidently, in the case of Joseph Knight two views of humanity became an issue 
in the late eighteenth century; we will summarize them in the form of a tabular 
survey, and insert the names of several prominent authors who were mainly 
responsible for the conflicting arguments: 

2 The Act mentioned in the verdict refers to a law passed by the Scottish Parliament to the effect 
of Habeas Corpus in the eighteenth century; it was known as Criminal Procedure Act 1701 c. 6., and is 
partially still in vigour. Originally it was labelled as an Act for preventing wrongful imprisonment and 
against undue delays in trials.
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I. Constructing Human Diversity: 
Its Origins in Nature and Creation

II. Deconstructing Human Diversity: 
‘To Recognize Humanity in its Varieties’

1. Human diversity is a result of birth: 
Aristotle, Politics and Paolo Paruta’s ob-
jections (1576)

1. The discussion of human varieties and 
its sources:
Giovanni Botero’s Relationi universali 
(1591/1596) and John Barclay’s Icon 
animorum (1614) 

2. Human diversity is a result of climate: 
Hippocrates, Airs, Waters and Places, 
and some of his followers: Jean-Baptiste 
Dubos (1719), Montesquieu (1748), Wil-
liam Falconer (1781)

2. A theory of varieties – Changing par-
adigms I: 
Geography, the distribution of plants, an-
imals and humans on Earth, and ‘physi-
cal climate’ (Nicolas Desmarest, E. A. W. 
Zimmermann, Herder)

3. Human diversity is a result of God’s 
creation of different races: 
Henry Home Lord Kames, Sketches of the 
History of Man (1774, revised 1778)

3. A theory of varieties – Changing par-
adigms II:
Defining ‘humanity’ by human physiol-
ogy; the arguments of erect posture and 
language (Daubenton, E. A. W. Zimmer-
mann, Herder)

4. Anthropological History in the Making 
I: 
The atrophy of the theory of ‘influences’ 
in the question of races in the eighteenth 
century (Christoph Meiners)

4. Anthropological History in the Making 
II:
Histories of Mankind – From Ferguson 
and Herder to Alexander and Wilhelm 
von Humboldt

We will discuss the arguments in favour of diversity or variety of humans in four 
points:

– firstly, by starting with Aristotle and his theory of ‘masters and slaves by 
birth’, and its refutation by Paolo Paruta (1576). This dispute coincided with a 
growing awareness that classical concepts were not adequate to the realities 
that presented themselves to explorers and missionaries from the sixteenth 
century onward. Giovanni Botero’s description of the world (1591/96) and 
John Barclay’s survey of nations (1614) helped to shape a new attitude in the 
outlook on human variety in geography and history;

– secondly, by looking at Hippocrates and his assertion that climate is 
responsible for human diversity. Until the late eighteenth century, such views 
regarding climate zones were commonplace, and upheld by famous authors 
like Jean-Baptiste Dubos, Montesquieu or William Falconer. But a change in 
this paradigm was brought about by a shift in the concept of climate, newly 
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based on physical geography and its impact on the distribution of plants 
and animal life on Earth. ‘Climate’, when it is not supported by the study of 
physics, turns into an accidental factor that may help to shape varieties, but is 
unable to create different races of man; 

– thirdly, by giving a brief account of the explanation of the existence of different 
tribes or races of men on the authority of the Bible (Kames 1778). A change 
in this paradigm was brought about by new insights into the physiology of 
humans and the role of language in the shaping of their social life (Daubenton, 
Zimmermann, Herder). Since these are common features to all human 
varieties, the theory of different races may be unreservedly dismissed; 

– our last point will illustrate the theory of the two different ‘races’ of men, 
invented by Christoph Meiners (1785), and confront this atrophied version 
of the climate theory with arguments in favour of the unity of mankind in its 
varieties and its history, from Adam Ferguson and Herder to Alexander and 
Wilhelm von Humboldt3.

1. ‘Masters and Slaves by Birth’: Paolo Paruta’s Refutation 
of Aristotle and John Barclay’s Concept of Human Variety

Samuel Johnson and James Boswell had, in the case of Joseph Knight, made 
the remark that “no man is by nature the property of another”, and that there 
was no proof that Knight “had given up his natural freedom”. It was a thrust 
directed against some basic views established originally by Aristotle in the first 
book of his Politics: a slave belongs wholly to his master, not to himself; despite 
being human, the simple fact that he is a slave proves that it is his nature that 
makes him a servant (Politics 1254a). The difference between master and slave 
corresponds to the difference between soul and body, or between humans and 
animals. As the body has to be guided by the soul and the animal by humans, 
the slave has to submit to his master, for his own good; in this respect he is not 
different from a domestic animal. And nature has made the bodies of freemen and 
of slaves different; the latter is strong in his body, in order to be fit for service, the 
former is “erect and unserviceable for such occupations, but serviceable for a life 
of citizenship” (Politics 1254b). And finally: “It is manifest therefore that there 

3 It is impossible to give a survey of the research on the field of historical anthropology, within 
the limits of this paper; for general information I refer to the pioneering studies by Duchet 1995 
(first published in 1971), Bitterli 1982 (first published in 1976) and Rossi 1979; for more recent 
studies see Cañizares-Esguerra 2001, Zedelmaier 2003, Lüsebrink 2006, Gisi 2007, De Angelis 2010, 
Abbattista 2011 and Vermeulen 2015.
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are cases of people of whom some are freemen and the others slaves by nature, 
and for these slavery is an institution both expedient and just” (Politics 1255a)4. 
Almost fifty years before Hugo Grotius was to open the debate on natural law 
(De jure belli ac pacis, 1625), the Venetian historian and politician Paolo Paruta 
(1540-1598) had already challenged vigorously these views on the supremacy of 
one part of mankind, and the usefulness of servitude for the other5. In his work 
on the improvement of political life (Della perfettione della vita politica, 1576), he 
started from three guiding principles:

– it is against reason for a man to exercise power over somebody who is his similar; 
– the dominion of man over his fellow man is exclusively based on human law, not 

on nature; 
– only acts of violence furnished the cause for inventing terms like ‘liberty’ and 

‘slavery’. (WP trans.)6

Quite unconditionally, Paruta insisted that all positive civil laws were ultimately 
arbitrary and led to inequality and despotism. The notions of ‘master’ and ‘slave’ 
were the sign of a depraved humanity:

I don’t see what should create such a difference between humans; everyone is of 
the same constitution, due to his rational soul which is, according to its own nature, 
endowed with the same forces and capacities. Because man is superior in this respect 
to the brute animals, he deserves to have been made their master. […] But I know 
of no natural or divine reason that demonstrates why a man should be the master 
of his fellow man. Therefore, all forms of dominion are based exclusively on human 
law; and since human law deviates from natural law, it is neither just, nor a law in the 
true sense. But in Nature’s offspring you’ll never encounter such injustice; she never 
permits inequalities of this kind to equal beings, such as dominion and servitude 
which we find among humans who are of the same species. […] Hence, only violence is 
the reason why these notions of ‘dominion’ and ‘servitude’ have found their way into 
the world. We have a sign of this, since there is nothing that whoever wears human 

4 On Aristotle’s naturalistic, and partially historical, explanation of slavery and its social 
justification, see Bodei 2019, Chap. II, 57-91, with ample bibliography. Ed. note.
5 According to Bodei’s reconstruction, the Aristotelian concept of natural subjection was officially 
condemned for the first time on 4, December 1511 by the Domenican Antonio de Montesinos in 
Hispaniola. His sermon against the servidumbre natural was attended by Bartolomé de Las Casas 
and was followed by the expulsion of Montesinos from the island by a royal decree approved by 
the Domenicans’ highest authority. Later, in Relectio de Indis or Libertad de los Indios (1539) the 
theologian Francisco de Vitoria proposed an alternative interpretation of Aristotle’s theory, 
by substituting justification for dispossession and slavery due to rational deficiency by birth of a 
human being with justification for submission due to (temporary) immaturity, comparable to legal 
minority, i.e., children's obedience to fathers prior to adulthood (see Bodei 2019, 126-129). Ed. note.
6 Paruta 1619, Book III: 308: “Non par ragioneuole, che l’huomo habbia dominio sopra l’altro 
huomo simile à lui”. – “Il Dominio dell’huomo sopra l’altro huomo è fondato sopra la legge humana”. 
– “La violenza ha introdutti nel Mondo i nomi di libertà, e di seruitù”. 
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form tries to eschew and holds more in abhorrence than servitude; it would not be so, 
if servitude were something natural with us. (WP trans.)7 

This was not merely an academic dispute. In the age of discoveries from Columbus 
onward, theoretical concepts of antiquity – like those of Aristotle – were crucial in 
describing and understanding populations and cultures of previously unknown 
territories. The traveller Amerigo Vespucci described in his Mundus novus (first 
published under this title in 1504) the way of life of indigenous people he had 
met with near the coast of Brazil, in the following terms: “They know neither 
property nor kings, there is no state, matrimony is no institution; and, since they 
have no idea of religion, they have no temples, but they cannot be regarded as 
idolaters”. Then he added a surprising remark, in order to characterize these 
people he might have easily called ‘barbarians’: “They live according to nature, 
and they may be called Epicureans rather than Stoics” (WP trans.)8. Whether 
“Epicureans” was the appropriate designation of an indigenous people, is not 
the question; it shows how keenly the problem of adequate perception and 
description of cultures so different from European civilization was felt in the 
reports of early explorers and missionaries (see Proß 2017, 24-26). It led to a 
reappraisal of the relation between terms coined by the European tradition, and 
experiences to which such concepts and words were hardly doing justice. 

Giovanni Botero, author of a description of the territories of the globe as far 
as they were known by the end of the sixteenth century, deemed it necessary to 
add some reflections on this problem. Several years after he had published his 
Relationi universali (1591/96), he wrote a fifth part of his work (1611), which 
remained unpublished until 1895; he started this supplement by insisting on 
the superiority of the actual world over classical erudition. For the observation 
of what is actually happening helps to shape knowledge of the world from 
immediate experience; it is therefore of far greater value:

7 Paruta 1619, 308-309: “Io non veggo […] qual cosa possa fare tale distintione tra gli uomini; 
hauendo ogni vno la stessa forma, che è l’animo ragioneuole dotata di sua natura delle medesime 
forze, & virtù; per le quali auanzando d’assai gli animali bruti meritò, che sopra loro le fusse dato 
l’imperio. […] Ma che l’uomo dominar debba all’altr’huomo, non so, qual ragione nè diuina, nè naturale 
il ci dimostri: onde rimane fondato il dominio sopra la sola legge humana; la quale, dalla naturale 
dipartendosi, non è nè giusta, ne uera legge: ma nelle opere della natura non si scorge giamai tale 
ingiustitia, che ad vguali, come sono gli huomini d’una medesma specie, sieno cose tanto disuguali 
concedute; quanto sono il dominio, & la seruitù. […] Dunque solo la violenza è quella, che introdotti 
ha nel mondo questi nomi di libertà, & di seruitù. Segno ne veggiamo, che niuna cosa altrettanto è 
fuggita & aborrita da chi ha pur faccia d’huomo, quanto la seruitù, il che non auuerebbe, quando ella 
ci fusse cosa naturale”.
8 See the edition of Vespucci by Wallisch 2012, 26: “Non habent […] bona propria […]. Vivunt simul 
sine rege, sine imperio […]. Tot uxores ducunt, quot volunt. […] Preterea nullum habent templum 
et nullam tenent legem; neque sunt idolatre. […] Vivunt secundum naturam, et epicurei potius dici 
possunt quam stoici”. 
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Albeit every man of judgment, who takes pains to instruct his contemporaries and 
posterity of events present or past, deserves praise and recommendation, it seems to 
me more commendable to illustrate the present, instead of the past. The achievements 
of our age are far more alluring by their novelty, than those of the past, that have been 
treated by so many writers and in many languages. For you sharpen your prudence 
far more by looking at modern things than at antiquity; modern things show what is 
happening nowadays in the world, antiquity only what has been in the past. It may 
help to pass judgment on the present from events in the past; nevertheless, your 
judgment will be much more apposite, if it is based on what you see or touch yourself, 
rather than relying on the achievements of the Greeks or Romans […]. (WP trans.)9

At the beginning of the seventeenth century appeared a book, which exercised 
despite – or perhaps because of – its small size, great impact on the development 
of the category of variety for the perception of the history of nations, and in all 
regions of the world. It is the Icon animorum (1614) by the Scottish writer and 
satirist John Barclay, translated into English as The Mirror of Minds by Thomas 
May in 1631. Little known today, for almost two centuries it had been constantly 
in print, was widely read in Europe and was part of the syllabus in schools; 
it had great influence in the shaping of historical attitudes, in the works by 
Charles de Saint-Évremond, Montesquieu, Beat Louis de Muralt, Voltaire and 
in Herder’s philosophy of history10. According to Barclay, human variety has 
two sources: the different “genius” of a specific age and the particular “spirit” 
of the territory where people are living. The level of culture or civilization does 
not create distinctive features between nations; they are varieties of the same 
species. The first chapter states that nations are subjected to the life circle 
of four ages (childhood, youth, middle age, old age), and the title of second 
chapter announces his belief,

9 Botero/Gioda Vol. III, 1895 presents the first edition of the posthumous fifth part of the Relationi 
from the archives (36-327); see the opening passage: “Come che io stimi degna di molta lode, e 
di molta comendatione ogni fatica, con la quale huomini giuditiosi diano noticia a’ suoi coetanei, 
e a’ posteri delle cose passate o presenti: nondimeno molto più comendabile mi pare l’illustrare i 
tempi presenti, che i passati, perché i successi dell’ età nostra hanno assai più del dilettevole, per la 
loro novità, che quei de i tempi passati, tante volte scritti e in diverse lingue espressi: sì, perchè la 
prudenza molto più con la sperienza delle cose moderne, che con quella delle antiche, si affina, perchè 
le moderne ti rappresentano quel, che passa hoggidì per il mondo; l’ antiche quel, ch’ è passato. E 
sebene da gli accidenti trascorsi si può far giuditio de i presenti: nondimeno molto più sicuro sarà 
il giuditio, fondato sù quel, che tu vedi, e che tocchi, che l’ appoggiato alle prodezze de’ Greci, o de’ 
Latini […]” (36-37; see further Gioda 1895, Vol. 2: 620-660). – For a general appraisal of Botero see 
the excellent study by Descendre 2009.
10 Mark Riley’s introduction to his edition of Barclay’s text in Latin, with Thomas May’s translation 
from 1631, supplies valuable information on the sources and a survey on the editions and translations 
of the Icon from 1614 up to 1800 (Barclay 2013, Introduction: 14-15 and 43-47). For the impact of 
Barclay’s work on the development of a new historical attitude see Hassinger 1978, 5-8; 143-146; 
157-158; 171-173 and 178-183.
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[t]hat every age almost hath a particular genius different from the rest, that there 
is proper spirit to every region, which doth in a manner shape the studies and 
manners of the inhabitants according to itself. That it is worth the labour to find out 
those spirits11. 

The genius of a nation may change not only because it is subject to the stages of 
the life cycle, and to the affections and temper of men; their attitudes and habits 
are shaped by the particularities of their native country:

[…] we may distinguish the difference of the ages not more perfectly by the motion 
of the stars than by the deflection of mankind into divers dispositions and abilities. 
But there is another force that ravisheth away the minds of men and maketh them 
addicted to certain affections; namely that spirit, which being appropriate to every 
region, infuseth into men, as soon as they are born, the habit and affections of their 
own country. For as the same meats according to the various manners of dressing 
may be changed in taste, but the inward quality of nourishing or hurting can by no 
qualification be altogether lost; so in every nation among all the tides of succeeding 
ages, which alter the manners and minds of men, one certain quality remains never to 
be shaken off, which the Fates have distributed to every man, according to the place 
wherein he was born12.

Even the character of a region may be subject to change, according to climatic 
variations: fruitful countries may become deserts, and wastelands turn 
fertile; similarly, the character of nations may alter, and a warrior tribe will 
turn peaceful and civilized, whereas a highly cultivated nation might revert 
to barbarism (Barclay 2013, Chap. II, §4: 79; §5: 81). Man is the mirror of 
nature; his various appearances and manifold capacities match her varieties 
and changeability: 

But man, created after the image of the deity and for whose sake especially all other 
ornaments of the world were framed, is the greatest instance of this beauty of variety. 
For men have not only in their bodies a difference of habits and proportions, but 
their minds are fitted for so many things, that no picture can with more colours or 

11 Barclay 2013, Chap. I: 59 (“Aetates hominis quattuor: pueritia, adolescentia, aetas virilis, et 
senectus”; 58); Chap. II, 77 (“Saecula paene singula suum genium habere, diversumque a ceteris. 
Esse praeterea cuilibet regioni proprium spiritum, qui animos in certa studia et mores quodammodo 
adigat. Hos spiritus investigari operae pretium esse”; 76).
12 Ivi, Chap. II, §11: 85 (“Ita saeculorum aetatumque discrimina non melius ex siderum motu quam 
ex humani generis in varia ingenia ac studia deflexione distinxeris. Sed alius praeterea impetus 
animos rapere solet, certisque affectibus addicere: ille nimirum spiritus qui, singulis regionibus 
proprius, nascentibus hominibus patriae habitum et cupiditates statim ingenerat. Nam ut iidem 
cibi pro condientium arte saporem quidem mutant, ceterum interna vis alendi aut nocendi nullis 
blandimentis in totum corrumpitur, ita in omni gente per aestus succedentium saeculorum mores 
animosque mutantium haeret quaedam vis inconcussa, quam hominibus, pro condicione terrarum in 
quibus nasci contigerit, sua fata diviserunt”; 84).
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lineaments delight the eye of the beholder than are drawn by the fates in the minds 
of men. What orders or ranks of virtues and vices, what excellencies of arts, what 
subtleties of wit has not Nature stored up in this magazine of wisdom? But there is 
no diversity which is more worthy of wonder than this, that men born to liberty (for 
how could they govern themselves, and by their own endeavours, deserve praise or 
infamous punishment) should also be servants, their own dispositions and the fate of 
the times wherein they live forcing them (as it were) into certain affections and rules 
of living. For every age of the world has a certain Genius, which overruleth the minds 
of men and turneth them to some desires13.

Therefore, as Barclay adds in the title of Chapter Ten, it is possible only to describe 
some characteristics of a nation; it would be a vain attempt to anticipate all the 
variations in the behaviour of men14. The task of the observer is consequently 
quite specific: he is bound to adapt himself to various types of behaviour, and 
this requires the capacity to set aside one’s own beliefs and judgments. The 
mind of a writer should be trained in the habit of adopting different attitudes 
with different people:

And seeing that nothing is more beneficial than from the genius of divers nations to 
instruct our mind so that he will be able to vary with various nations, and to know what 
to expect or fear from them, it will be worth our labour to define here the especial 
manners of some nations, so that from the common disposition of many men, we may 
find out the distinctive traits in particular persons. (trans. modified, WP)15

Barclay’s notion of human variety as a guiding principle for history and cultural 
geography became of special importance for Herder’s Another Philosophy 
of History on Behalf of the Evolution of Mankind (Auch eine Philosophie der 

13 Ivi, Chap. II, §5: 79-81 (“Sed ille cuius gratia ceterarum rerum ornatus institutus est, ille ad 
divinitatis memoriam specimenque homo compositus praecipue nascitur in huius varietatis 
venustatem. Nam non modo diversos in corporibus habitus sortiti mortales sunt, sed et animos 
adeo multis simul rebus idoneos ut nulla pictura pluribus coloribus possit aut lineis delectare 
intuentes, quam quas in hominibus fata duxerunt. Quae virtutum aut vitiorum series, quae artium 
sublimitas, quodve calliditatis ingenium non est in hoc sapientiae penetrali a natura reconditum? 
Nulla tamen quam magis admirere diversitas, quam in libertatem hominem nasci (qui enim aliter se 
regere possent, laudemque vel cum poena infamiam, ex susceptis studiis mereri?) simulque servire, 
ad quosdam scilicet affectus, ac vivendi paene normam sua indole vel temporum sorte adacti, nam 
omnia saecula Genium habent, qui mortalium animos in certa studia solet inflectere”; 78-80).
14 Ivi, Chap. X: 219 (“Praeter patriae indolem, dari cuique mortalium suos affectus atque ingenium. 
Praecipua investigari posse, non scribi omnia”; 218).
15 The translation of 1631 (ivi, Chap. II, §12: 87) does not do quite justice to Barclay’s key notion: sic 
animum instruere ut diversus sit cum diversis; I have tried to render it more adequately (“Et quoniam 
nihil utilius, quam ex genio variarum gentium sic animum instruere, ut diversus sit cum diversis 
cognoscatque quid a quaque expectandum aut timendum, operae pretium erit aliquot populorum 
praecipuos mores in conspectum ita dare, ut, ex communi multorum hominum indole privatam in 
singulis deprehendas”; 86, emphasis added WP).
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Geschichte zur Bildung der Menschheit, 1774)16; when he critizised the “weakness 
of generalizations” in historiography and stressed the importance of “speaking in 
a differentiating manner of distinct events”, he took up Barclay’s insistence on the 
requirement that the writer’s mind should adapt itself to the mentality of each 
nation and to variable historical circumstances. Each historical phenomenon 
has, according to both authors, to be described with regard to the conditions of 
the habitat of a nation and to the spirit of the age, so that its individual traits may 
be rendered visible17.

2. The Tradition of Antiquity on Climate – Changing Paradigms I: 
From Climate to Physical Geography

Looking at Barclay’s discriminating perception of the role of different habitats 
and ages that help to shape the customs and behaviour of a nation, it might come 
as a surprise to see how a second concept of classical antiquity could endure 
until the late eighteenth century, without being seriously questioned. It is the 
theory on climate and its permanent impact on human life, resulting in two 
quite different species of mankind, and a third one in between. In his treatise on 
Airs, Waters and Places, Hippocrates illustrates first the influence of waters and 
seasons on health in general; then he draws a comparison between the continents, 
Europe in the North, with cold and snowy regions at the limits of the world, the 
ultima Thule, and Asia and North Africa (Egypt and Libya) in the South, with hot 
and rainless deserts at the other edge of the world. Asia is generally capable of 
producing more varieties in the forms of life and its inhabitants, because she 
presents larger stretches of favourable climate:

I hold that Asia differs very widely from Europe in the nature of all its inhabitants 
and of all its vegetation. For everything in Asia grows to far greater beauty and size; 
the one region is less wild than the other, the character of the inhabitants is milder 
and more gentle. The cause of this is the temperate climate, because it lies towards 

16 The English version is mine; the title of Herder’s first essay in the philosophy of history is not 
easy to translate. Michael N. Forster’s version in his volume of texts by Herder in English – This Too a 
Philosophy of History for the Formation of Humanity – is perhaps not a quite happy solution (Herder 
2002, 272).
17 For Herder’s reception of Barclay see Proß 2020 (forthcoming); the impact of the Icon animorum 
is reflected in some of the catch phrases in Auch eine Philosophie: for Herder every phenomenon 
in history has to be regarded as “National, Säkular, und am genauesten betrachtet, Individuell”; 
he speaks of “Schwäche des allgemeinen Charakterisierens”, and historians should be able “das 
Unterscheidende unterscheidend sagen zu können”; see Auch eine Philosophie, Erster Abschnitt; HWP 
I 1984: 611 and 614. For Barclay’s impact on his Outlines of a Philosophy of History of Man (Ideen zur 
Philosophie der Geschichte der Menschheit, 1784-91) see below the text and notes 54 and 55.
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the east midway between the [sc. winter and summer] risings of the sun, and farther 
away than Europe is from the cold. Growth and freedom from wildness are most 
fostered when nothing is forcibly predominant, but equality in every respect prevails. 
(Hippocrates, Airs 1923, Chap. XII: 105, 107) 

The temperate zone is safe from excessive heat and droughts, and of the oppressive 
dampness of rain and cold; its inhabitants enjoy the abundant growth of fruits 
and trees, healthy waters, harvests are plentiful and the rearing of cattle is easy. 
Men are healthy, of a fine physique and mild manners. There is one drawback in 
this zone of permanent spring: the easy way of life will not produce the qualities 
of “courage, endurance, industry or high spirit”, which depend on a changeable 
climate (Hippocrates 1923, Chap. XII: 109). After examining the ethnographic 
data on tribes and nations of the then known parts of both continents Hippocrates 
draws, from the difference between Europeans in the North and Asians in the 
South, a series of conclusions that became anthropological stereotypes: in the 
Northern climate that changes frequently, men have to react to unpredictable 
situations; their mind is more active, and meekness and gentleness will be 
supplanted by impulsive temper. This is reflected in their social institutions: 
European nations are warlike and of a rebellious and independent spirit; they 
despise the dominion of kings, since it engenders cowardice. In the more uniform 
climate of Asia, the inhabitants submit easily to despotism; as Hippocrates 
explains, “uniformity engenders slackness, while variation fosters endurance in 
both, body and soul; rest and slackness are food for cowardice, endurance and 
exertion for bravery” (Hippocrates 1923, Chap. XXIII: 133). In the last chapter, 
Hippocrates states that in principle “you will find assimilated to the nature of the 
land both the physique and the characteristics of the inhabitants”; temperature 
of the country and temperament of people are in unison:

For where the land is rich, soft, and well-watered, […] and if the situation be favourable 
as regards the seasons, there the inhabitants are fleshy, ill-articulated, moist, lazy, and 
generally cowardly in character. Slackness and sleepiness can be observed in them, 
and as far as the arts are concerned they are thick-witted, and neither subtle nor sharp. 
But where the land is bare, waterless, rough, oppressed by winter’s storms and burnt 
by the sun, there you will see men who are hard, lean, well-articulated, well-braced, 
and hairy; such natures will be found energetic, vigilant, stubborn and independent in 
character and in temper, wild rather than tame, of more than average sharpness and 
intelligence in the arts, and in war of more than average courage. (Hippocrates 1923, 
Chap. XXIV: 137)

Aristotle in his Politics gave this theory on the parallelism between intellectual and 
moral dispositions and climate a particular twist. Hippocrates had not associated 
the inhabitants of the temperate zone with special force of character, as we have 
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seen; this was now accomplished by Aristotle, by confining the temperate zone 
to the geographical latitude that stretched from the Greek colonies in Asia minor 
to Greece herself and her colonies in the Magna Graecia and Sicily:

The nations inhabiting the cold places and those of Europe are full of spirit but 
somewhat deficient in intelligence and skill, so that they continue comparatively free, 
but lacking in political organization and capacity to rule their neighbors. The peoples 
of Asia on the other hand are intelligent and skillful in temperament, but lack spirit, 
so that they are in continuous subjection and slavery. But the Greek race participates 
in both characters, just as it occupies the middle position geographically, for it is both 
spirited and intelligent; hence it continues to be free and to have very good political 
institutions, and to be capable of ruling all mankind if it attains constitutional unity. 
The same diversity also exists among the Greek races compared with one another: 
some have a one-sided nature, others are happily blended in regard to both these 
capacities. (Aristotle, Politics VII, 1327b)

From the beginning of the seventeeth century onward the traditions of 
Hippocrates and Aristotle gained widespread attention, especially in the 
discussion of the reasons for the rise and decline of arts and sciences in classical 
antiquity, and in modern times; it is known as the famous Querelle des Anciens 
et des Modernes (see Fink 1987; Proß 1994). Particularly the Abbé Dubos and 
his Critical Reflections on Poetry and Painting (Réflexions critiques sur la poésie 
et la peinture, 1719; fourth edition 1740) deserve to be mentioned; it was his 
extensive treatment of Hippocrates – whose name Dubos never mentions – in 
part two of his work that presumably attracted Montesquieu’s attention and 
inspired the discussion of the same topic in the Esprit des lois. In six extensive 
chapters, Dubos had illustrated the impact of of climate, water, soil and air on 
mankind, on physical appearances, mental capacities, and the consequences for 
the culture of a nation; climate is in his eyes far more potent than any biological 
or genetic factors18. Montesquieu followed Hippocrates and Dubos in six books of 
his famous work (from Book XIV to XIX)19, starting with this remark:

18 Dubos 1740, Vol. II, Sect. XV: 267: “C’est de tous le tems qu’on a remarqué que le climat étoit plus 
puissant que le sang & l’origine”. The titles of the chapters on climate in this volume are: Sect. XV: Le 
pouvoir de l’air sur le corps prouvé par le caractère des Nations (251-276); Sect. XVI: Objection tiré du 
caractere des Romains & des Hollandois. Réponse à l’objection (276-289); Sect. XVII: De l’étenduë des 
climats plus propres aux Arts & aux Sciences que les autres. Des changemens qui surviennent dans ces 
climats (289-294); Sect. XVIII: Qu’il faut attribuer la difference qui est entre l’air des differens païs, à 
la nature des émanations de la terre qui sont differentes en diverses regions (294-304); Sect. XIX: Qu’il 
faut attribuer aux variations de l’air dans le même païs la difference que s’y remarque entre le génie de 
ses habitans en des siécles differens (304-312); Sect. XX: De la difference des mœurs & des inclinations 
du même peuple en des siécles differens (313-319).
19 For the Esprit des lois see Montesquieu, Œuvres, 1818, Vol. I-III; for Books XIV-XVIII see Vol. I: 
362-484, for Book XIX Vol. II: 1-42. The discussion of climate deals with the following aspects: Des 
lois, dans le rapport qu’elles ont avec la nature du climat (Book XIV); Comment les lois de l’esclavage 
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If it be true that the character of the spirit and the passions of the heart are extremely 
different in various climates, then laws must accordingly follow the difference of these 
passions, and the difference of these characters. (WP trans.)20 

Climate was, for Dubos, responsible for the development especially of the arts 
and their fate in history; for Montesquieu the general form of societies depended 
equally on its influence, and on the nature of the territory; both shape the bodies 
and moral dispositions of the inhabitants, and laws, consequently, take them 
into account. Nations in Northern climates are warriors and conquerors, keen on 
safeguarding their liberty; people in the South fall easily a prey to despotism, or 
are frequently subdued by invaders from the North. Regarding the influence of 
the territory on the laws, it is evident for Montesquieu: 

that democracy is more convenient for barren countries than monarchy, where the 
soil needs all the industriousness of the inhabitants. Liberty is, by the way, in this case 
some sort of compensation for the hardship of their toils. (WP trans.)21 

If the treatment of climate in Dubos and Montesquieu had had a focus in 
establishing its importance for arts or laws, in the Remarks on the Influence of 
Climate (1781) by the physician William Falconer (1744-1824) such a focal 
point seems to be lost22. The rather long-winded title of this work lists a series 
of six “causes” or “influences” that affect people of different nations in various 
ages: climate, geographical situation, nature of the territory, population density, 
kinds of food, and ways of life. All of them put their mark on social abilities and 
institutions of nations; Falconer specifies the areas of their effects once more 
in a list: dispositions and temper, manners and behaviour, intelligence, laws 
and customs, form of government, and finally the religion of various nations. 
Accordingly, the work is organized in six books following the order of the six 

civil ont du rapport avec la nature du climat (Book XV); Comment les lois de l’esclavage domestique 
ont du rapport avec la nature du climat (Book XVI); Comment les lois de la servitude politique ont du 
rapport avec la nature du climat (Book XVII); Des lois, dans le rapport avec la nature du terrain (Book 
XVIII); Des lois, dans le rapport qu’elles ont avec les principes qui forment l’esprit général, les mœurs 
et les manières d’une nation (Book XIX). – For a survey on Montesquieu’s treatment of climate see 
Müller 2005.
20 Montesquieu 1818, Vol. I; Esprit des lois XIV, Chap. I: 362: Idée générale: “S’il est vrai que le 
caractère de l’esprit et les passions du cœur sont extrêmement différentes dans les divers climats, les 
lois doivent être relatives, et à la différence de ces passions, et à la différence de ces caractères”.
21 I quote here from Jean-Baptiste Le Rond d’Alembert’s Analyse de l’Esprit des Lois, printed in 
Montesquieu 1818, Vol. I: LV-LXX, here LXV: “A l’égard des lois relatives à la nature du terrain, il est 
clair que la démocratie convient mieux que la monarchie aux pays stériles, ou la terre a besoin de 
toute l’industrie des hommes. La liberté d’ailleurs est, en ce cas, une espèce de dédommagement de 
la durété du travail”.
22 For Falconer see Gisi 2007, 106-111.
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influences; but what it actually achieves, is rather an aggregate of remarks on 
episodes of the history of mankind, than a systematic treatment of a precise 
concept. In his Preface, Falconer admits of this disadvantage, excusing it with the 
interference and overlapping of separate influences:

The effects of Climate, &c. are all of them general, and not particular; and if a 
considerable majority of the nations as well as individuals, that live under a certain 
climate, are affected in a certain manner, we may pronounce decisively on its 
influence, even though there may be some exceptions. It must likewise be taken into 
consideration, that the influence of one of the above causes often corrects the other. […] 
But the effect of the climate, in these instances, is not suppressed, but overpowered; 
it still exists, but its effect is not discernible […]. The effects of each of the causes here 
described when combined together, overpower, temper, and modify one another in 
many instances; but have each of them a separate existence and action, however they 
may concur with one another in the general effect. (Falconer 1781, Preface: IV-VI)

But in a rather short separate Introduction he placed before Book I of his work, 
he saw it necessary to examine briefly a recent approach to the influence of 
climate on humans: it had been presented by the German naturalist Eberhard 
August Wilhelm Zimmermann in his first attempt at a zoogeography (Specimen 
zoologiae geographicae, 1777). A more comprehensive work on this theme by 
the same author had started to appear in 1778, explicitly on both the geographic 
history of man and on that of quadrupeds and their general distribution on 
Earth (Geographische Geschichte des Menschen und der allgemein verbreiteten 
vierfüßigen Thiere). Its first volume would have been still of greater interest 
for Falconer than the Specimen, but it had either escaped his attention, or 
presumably he was unable to read German. That men are not equally fitted 
for all climates and that they resemble plants and animals in this respect, had 
been the central thesis of Falconer’s predecessor Lord Kames; Zimmermann 
now had taken a diametrically opposed stand: men are by nature capable of 
living everywhere, unlike quadrupeds23. This attempt to prove that humans, as 
the highest developed animals, were enabled by their faculties to spread over 
the globe, without being subject to the influence of climate, was in Falconer’s 
eyes mere presumption24. But the argument Falconer now put forward, that 

23 Falconer refers to Zimmermann 1777, Chap. I, § XXXI: 51; quoted below in note 31.
24 “Vegetable productions, separately considered, appear to be limited by nature to a certain 
climate and situation. […] The same is true, though with greater latitude, of the animal kingdom, in 
which the general rule prevails as in the vegetable. The exact boundaries of this limitation are not 
ascertained, but we are not, on that account, less certain of their existence, although the difference 
produced in the perfection of the animal or vegetable is not considerable, when the alteration in 
these circumstances are but small. Man, however, appears to be an exception to this rule, and to 
be enabled to subsist in almost every climate and situation. He reigns with the lion and the tyger 
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man was owing his survival in all climates more to his rational capacities than 
to his natural outfit, was rather inconsistent. Falconer seems to have forgotten 
that, in his description of the influence of climate upon the intellectual faculties 
in hot, cold and moderate zones, he himself had left almost nothing to the 
incentive of the intellect (Falconer 1781, Book I, Chap. XIV-XVI: 50-74). And his 
claim, that most inventions were made in hot zones, because they surpassed 
moderate climates in intellectual fertily, was somewhat bizarre (Falconer 1781, 
Book I, Chap. XIV: 59-60); according to tradition, those were the parts of the 
world where climate rendered people principally slack and lazy. What is more, 
Falconer himself resorted to a physiological argument that was apt to disprove 
his criticism of Zimmermann: a special reason for capacities which distinguish 
men from animals originates in the increased circulation of the blood through 
the brain and assures human intellectual superiority over the ‘brutes’ (Falconer 
1781, Book I, Chap. XVI: 74). Falconer took this argument from the Anatomy of 
the Brain by Thomas Willis (Cerebri anatome, 1664); obviously he disregarded 
that this would apply indiscriminately to the constitution of all men, which would 
of course not be affected by any influence of climate. The arguments in favour of 
a theory of the “universality of the human species”, which he had opposed in 
Zimmermann, gained therefore in probability, instead of being undermined25. 

The theory of climate as the cause of so many differences in humans 
obviously got entangled in a series of problems and self-contradictions, due to 
the lack of precise definitions of its constituents and its field of application. The 
concept of climate zones was too vague and simplistic, to keep pace with new 
discoveries and scientific developments in geography, geology, and physics; 
it became clear that it was necessary to combine geographic description and 
analysis of territories with physical observations of the influence of atmosphere 
and temperature, and to follow their impact on the geographical distribution 
of organisms, of plants, animals and humans as well. Further, the presumed 
influence of climate on humans lacked physiological proof to decide, whether 
there existed separate races or whether humanity had one common origin, as the 
highest and most complex species of the animal kingdom. The simple distinction 

under the Equator, and associates with the bear and the rein-deer beyond the Polar circle. Nor is man 
less capable of subsisting on a great variety of aliments, than he is able to endure a great difference 
of climate, the former of which circumstances, as well as the later, is very properly adduced by 
naturalists as a great presumption that he was intended by nature to inhabit every part of the world. 
But notwithstanding this assistance afforded by nature, it may be justly doubted if this universality 
of the human species be not owing more to his rational faculties, which enable him to supply the 
defects, and correct the exuberances of particular climates and situations, than merely to his animal 
formation” (Falconer 1781, Introduction: 1-2).
25 For the important role of Willis in the development of anthropology in the context of Richard 
Cumberland’s concept of natural law see De Angelis 2010, 375-382.
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of three climate zones did not do justice to the varieties of the territories of the 
Earth, and especially not to the fact of the permanent changes on the surface 
of the terraqueous globe. These changes were suggesting that the Earth had 
undergone in its history slowly advancing transformations in smaller and larger 
areas, as well as dramatic and catastrophic revolutions. When attention started to 
focus on such data, a dramatic history of the Earth and the evolution of mankind 
started to unfold. And this had consequences for the established chronology and 
the history of mankind; it was no longer possible to keep the history of the Earth, 
from the supposed moment of its creation onward, within the chronological 
framework of 6000 years accorded by the Bible, and therefore, the evolution of 
mankind had to be regarded from a new prospective26. 

We will for now take just a look at one aspect of the process that dismantled 
the climate theory; it is a rejection of its inevitable determinism. Climate 
becomes decisively a causa secunda in the terminology of the time, a secondary 
and accidental factor for the outward appearance of humans and their abilities of 
mind, as well as for the development of social institutions and cultural techniques. 
The impending shift to a scientific approach announced itself rapidly within a 
few years, in the Encyclopédie by Diderot: in 1753, two articles on Climate were 
published in the third volume, by unknown authors. The first article showed that 
the traditional concept of climate zones was of no use for a scientific approach 
to geography27; the second article insisted that the theory lacked physiological 
proofs for the influence of climate on humans28. 

Four years later, the seventh volume of the Encyclopédie (1757) presented two 
articles on geography and its relevance for the relationship between climate and 
territory, and this time we know their authors: in the first case, it was Robert de 
Vaugondy, the King's official geographer. He introduced the distinction between 
“natural geography” (the topography of the habitat of a certain people and the 

26 It is not possible to give detailed accounts of some of the influential naturalists and historians, 
like Buffon, Boulanger, Ferguson, Goguet, Albrecht von Haller, Linné, Peter Simon Pallas or Cornelis 
de Pauw, and many others. For the combined study of the evolution of the Earth and the history of 
mankind, see Oldroyd 1979, Rossi 1979, Zedelmaier 2003, Gisi 2007 and Poole 2017; for a short 
survey see Proß 2011, 217-220.
27 Encyclopédie Vol. III, 1753 [Anonymous] Climat (Géographie): 532b-534a; the article on climate 
from a geographical point of view discarded completely the familiar notions of climate zones; the 
author simply presented a division of the globe in 24 zones, twelve by degrees of latitude from 
the Equator to the North Pole, and again twelve to the South Pole. Each zone presented therefore 
simultaneously various different climates, depending on specific geographic factors (532b).
28 Ivi, [Anonymous] Climat (Medicine): 534a-536a; its author was still convinced of the value of the 
Hippocratic tradition, but stressed the necessity of proving the real or pretended effects of climate 
on human physiology (534b). He praised Montesquieu, because he – without being a naturalist – had 
hinted at this problem; see Esprit des lois XIV, Chap. II: Combien les hommes sont différents dans les 
divers climats (Montesquieu 1818, Vol. I: 362-367).
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description of its resources) and “physical geography” (the geological strata of 
the same area)29. Nicolas Desmarest, author of the second article, outlined the 
different areas of research for the new discipline of “physical geography” and 
formulated their main objectives: its foremost aim should be the exploration and 
analysis of the layers of the Earth, from its surface deep down into the interior 
of the globe; further the explanation of geological causes of alterations of these 
layers, and, thirdly, the observation of the influences of atmosphere, sunlight, 
temperature, air, wind and water on the surface of the Earth. Whereas the first 
two areas would provide scientific results of a more general kind, the third would 
help to clarify some of the notions of the Hippocratic tradition, and either explain 
the causes of these phenomena, or prove that the assumption of an impact of 
climate was wrong30. 

The scientific program developed by Desmarest was taken up in the extensive 
study by E.A.W. Zimmermann on the Geography of Humans and Quadrupeds 
(1778-1783) mentioned above; he emphasized the necessity of studying climate 
phenomena methodically, on the basis of physical laws. A “physical theory” of 
climate would explain that the distribution of animals and plants on the globe 
depended on physical regularities; but at the same time it would prove that 
humans were exempt from such laws, to which his unique physiological outfit 
was not subject. The principle of this theory had been sketched already in the 
Specimen (1777):

By the gracious assistance of Nature men were given the complete dominion over 
this earth; but by what right, what skill or what capacities they were entitled to such 
a claim? There had been attempts to solve the problem if animate beings are standing 
in the closest possible relationship to humans; answers, as we know, referred at 
first to the argument of the order and regularity of their teeth, then to the similarity 
of outward appearance and inner structure, in order to admit the classification of 
both under the same species. But there is a difference, and it is unmistakable and 
irredeemable, unswerving and lasting: indeed, the human mechanism is contrived 
with such art and wisdom, that man is capable of sustaining himself in regions, which 
are as different as possible as to the variety of climate and the quality of soil; he is able 
to convert whatever is eatable and drinkable, into a nutritive juice and into the energy 
of his blood, he can bear all vicissitudes in such manner that nothing will endanger his 
congenital qualities, and he will not surrender to degeneration and never loose those 
qualities which belong exclusively to him. (WP trans.)31

29 See Encyclopédie Vol. VII, 1757 [Robert de Vaugondy] Géographie: 608b-613b.
30 Ivi, [Nicolas Desmarest] Géographie physique: 613b-626a; see 624b.
31 Zimmermann, Specimen 1777, Cap. I, “De animalibus per totum terrarum orbem dispersis, 
eorumque degenerationibus”, §XXXI: 51: “quo jure, qua arte, quibus viribus hoc totius terrae dominium, 
quod natura fautrice ipsis datum videmus, [sc. homines] vindicare sibi potuissent? si etiam, quod jam 
aliquoties ex dentium ordine & aequalitate tentatum esse constat, fieri posset, ut animantes propter 
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Zimmermann here alludes first to the attempts by Carl Linnaeus at the 
clarification of the relationship between humans and the higher developed 
mammals in the twelve different editions of his Systema naturae between 
1735 and 1766-1767, by comparing the order of their teeth; and secondly to 
the numerous anatomical reports on the similarities and differences between 
apes and man, starting with Edward Tyson’s first study on the anatomy of 
orang-utans (Orang-Utang, sive Homo Sylvestris, 1698), to the more recent 
Nomenclature des singes by Buffon (1766), or contemporary studies by the 
Dutch Petrus Camper. For Zimmermann, the barrier between animals and 
humans was the chief argument for the unity of the human species, and 
therefore he considered climate as an influence of secondary importance, if 
of any at all. In his Geographical History of Man and Quadrupeds, he presented 
more specific physiological proofs for his theory, and we will come back to 
them. For now, it is enough to observe his influence on Herder’s Outlines 
of a Philosophy of the History of Man, as the title has been translated in the 
english version published in 1800 (Ideen zu einer Philosophie der Geschichte 
der Menschheit, 1784-1791). 

Herder took up both points, the sharp division between animals and humans, 
and the corresponding treatment of climate as of limited influence on humans. 
In the first two chapters of Book IV of the Ideen he discussed the difference 
between apes and men and quoted extensively the anatomical and physiological 
arguments that vindicated the special place of man in the animal kingdom32. 
And, once more in accordance with Zimmermann, he stated in Book VII that 
climate was a notion which allowed of no generalizations; its impact may be 
sensible rather in fluids, air and atmosphere and it is of regional and historical 
relevance in certain areas or periods. For a geography of humans, climate may 
be considered – and here Herder reverts to the lesson given by John Barclay – as 
a particular feature in tribes or nations within the defined area of their habitat, 

exteriorem corporum structuraeque similitudinem homini quam proxime jungerentur, quin eidem 
submitterentur classi. haec tamen infallibilis, nec inficianda, nec unquam intermoritura, quae utrosque 
disjungit, differentia perstat semperque durabit, hominis nempe machinam tanta arte & sapientia 
exstructam esse, ut in regionibus & coeli varietate & disparili terrarum habitu disjunctissimis vivere, 
omnia, licet quam maxime inter se diversa sint, esculenta & potulenta in succum & sanguinem vertere, 
omnes ferme vicissitudines ita ferre possit, ut naturae suae nihil damni exinde adtrahatur, a seipso 
nunquam degeneret, & nunquam sui dissimilis evadat” – This was the passage that Falconer had 
attacked in the Introduction to his Remarks; see supra note 23. 
32 Herder 1800, Outlines Book IV.1: Man is organized to a Capacity of Reasoning (71-82); Book 
IV.2: Retrospect from the Organization of the human Head to inferior Creatures, the Heads of which 
approach it in Form (82-85). – See Ideen IV. 1: Der Mensch ist zur Vernunftfähigkeit organisieret (HWP 
III.1: 107-121); Ideen IV.2: Zurücksicht von der Organisation des menschlichen Haupts auf die niedern 
Geschöpfe, die sich seiner Bildung nähern (ivi, 122-126); for the sources Herder had used in these 
chapters, see my commentary in HWP III.2: 235-267.
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especially in those stages of development, in which men have not yet arrived at 
agriculture and depend upon what nature offers them freely. In the end

climate does not force, but incline: it gives the imperceptible disposition, which strikes 
us indeed in the general view of the life and manners of indigenous nations, but is very 
difficult to be delineated distinctly33.

3. Human Diversity according to the Bible (Lord Kames) – Changing
Paradigms II: Defining Humanity by Erect Posture and Language 

Besides the dogm of ‘natural born’ masters and slaves, and the idea of the 
permanent influence of climate on appearances and institutions of men, it had 
been of course the Bible that had provided reasons for the establishment of human 
diversity. These were taken especially from the episodes of the Old Testament, 
referring to the secession of Cain from his family (Genesis 4), to the table of 
nations with its description of the descendants of the three sons of Noah and their 
distribution over the Earth (Genesis 10), and to the story of the tower of Babel 
(Genesis 11). Up to the late eighteenth century, despite some doubts raised already 
in the seventeeth century by the debate on the Pre-Adamites, these hallowed texts 
were treated as factual evidence for the existence of different branches of humans. 
The episode of the tower of Babel with its report of the confusion of languages and 
of the dispersion of men provided for Lord Kames the clue for explaining the – in 
his eyes – radical difference of languages and of the nations who spoke them. In 
the Preliminary Discourse to the second edition of his Sketches (1778) he started by 
faithfully reproducing the vague arguments of the Hippocratic tradition:

Thus upon an extensive survey of the inhabited parts of our globe, many nations are 
found differing so widely from each other, not only in complexion, features, shape, and 
other external circumstances, but in temper and disposition, particularly in two capital 
articles, courage, and behaviour to strangers, that even the certainty of different races 
could not make one expect more striking varieties. (Kames 1778, Vol. I: 72)

His chain of reasoning took, however, a somewhat surprising turn: it is not the 
influence of the climate that is the cause of the differences among various groups 
of humans; it is, according to Kames, a pre-existent physiological difference that 
induces men to take their abode in those regions to which they are adapted by 

33 Herder 1800, Outlines Book VII.3: 176-177; see Ideen VII.3, HWP III.1: 244-245: “Endlich: 
das Klima zwinget nicht, sondern es neiget: es gibt die unmerkliche Disposition, die man bei 
eingewurzelten Völkern im ganzen Gemälde der Sitten und Lebensweise bemerken, aber sehr 
schwer, insonderheit abgetrennt, zeichnen kann”.
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Nature, respectively by God’s will. Only in those particular climate zones for which 
they have been quasi ‘ordained’, they are able to maintain their physiological 
uniformity and the peculiarity, which distinguishes them from other groups or 
tribes. For Kames it would have been a ‘miracle’ if the different appearences of 
men had developed from a singular species of humans:

But not to rest entirely upon presumptive evidence, to me it appears clear from the very 
frame of the human body, that there must be different races of men fitted for different 
climates. Few animals are more affected than men generally are, not only with change of 
seasons in the same climate, but with change of weather in the same season. Can such a 
being be fitted for all climates? Impossible. […] But the argument I chiefly rely on is, That 
were all men of one species, there never could have existed, without a miracle, different 
kinds, such as exist at present. Giving allowance for every supposable variation of climate 
or of other natural causes, what can follow […] but endless varieties among individuals 
[…] so as that no individual shall resemble another? Instead of which, we find men of 
different kinds, the individuals of each kind remarkably uniform, and differing no less 
remarkably from the individuals of every other kind. Uniformity without variation is the 
offspring of nature, never of chance. (Kames 1778, Vol. I: 73-74)

Whereas Kames regarded the descent of seemingly different kinds of men from 
one common species as a ‘miracle’, in which he was not willing to believe, he had 
no qualms to accept a far greater miracle, since it rested on the uncontroversial 
truth of the biblical tale. By whom or how the different kinds of humans had been 
placed in their appropriate habitat, was no matter of concern for him

It is thus ascertained beyond any rational doubt, that there are different races or 
kinds of men, and that these races or kinds are naturally fitted for different climates: 
whence we have reason to conclude, that originally each kind was placed in its proper 
climate, whatever change may have happened in later times by war or commerce. 
(Kames 1778, Vol. I: 75)

He even remarked that the adherence to the report of the Genesis had a special 
advantage, because it gave reasons why the progress of humanity had never 
followed a coordinated course or similar pattern, and why each nation or tribe 
chose its own pace of prosperity

Thus, had not men wildly attempted to build a tower whose top might reach to 
heaven, all men would not only have had the same language, but would have made the 
same progress toward maturity of knowledge and civilization. That deplorable event 
reversed all nature: by scattering men over the face of all the earth, it deprived them 
of society, and rendered them savages. From the state of degeneracy, they have been 
emerging gradually. Some nations, stimulated by their own nature, or by their climate, 
have made a rapid progress; some have proceeded more slowly, and some continue 
savages. (Kames 1778, Vol. I: 83-84)
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No miracle of this kind for Herder; the titles of the first two chapters of Book VII 
of the Ideen announced his creed: “Notwithstanding the Varieties of the human 
Form, there is but one and the same Species of Man throughout the Whole of our 
Earth”; and: “The one Species of Man has naturalized itself in every Climate of the 
Earth”34. What he considers as a “miracle” is of a quite different brand, and it goes 
back to the classical poet Ovid and his description of the creation and of man, in 
Book I of the Metamorphoses: the elements had been populated with fish, animals 
and birds, but one form of life was missing; whether it was an unknown creator 
of the universe, or a Prometheus who gave man his shape and inspired him with 
life, is not important. What counts is the way in which man differs from animals:

Thus, while the mute creation downward bend | Their sight, and to their earthly 
mother tend, | Man looks aloft; and with erected eyes | Beholds his own hereditary 
skies. | From such rude principles our form began; | And earth was metamorphos’d 
into Man35.

It is not the mind or the soul, that creates the difference; it is man’s erect posture 
that elevates him above the animals, according to the pagan poet. In comparing 
Zimmermann to Falconer, we remarked before the importance the first had 
attached to physiological arguments for the sharp line he drew, within the animal 
kingdom, between man and the rest of the quadrupeds and mammals. Significant 
changes in the concept of humanity were, in fact, based on such arguments 
and were to eliminate all notions of radical differences between the tribes and 
nations of men in favour of the unity of mankind. 

A decisive contribution came from a French anatomist and physiologist, who 
had collaborated extensively with Count Buffon on the Histoire naturelle: Louis 
Jean-Marie Daubenton (1716-1799). In a rather short, but crucial memorandum 
he had read before the Royal Academy of Sciences in Paris in 1764, published 
in 1767, Daubenton substituted Ovid’s poetic description of the erect posture 
of man by an anatomical explanation, based on the function of the foramen 
magnum, the large oval opening (foramen) in the occipital bone of the skull in 
humans and animals:

34 Herder 1800; Outlines Book VII.1: 163, and Book VII.2: 167; see HWP III.1, Ideen Book VII.1: 227: 
“In so verschiedenen Formen das Menschengeschlecht auf der Erde erscheint: so ists doch überall 
Ein’ und dieselbe Menschengattung”; ivi, Book VII.2: 232: “Das Eine Menschengeschlecht hat sich 
allenthalben auf der Erde klimatisieret”.
35 For the translation of Ovid (Metamorphoses Book I, vv. 84-88) I have used the famous version 
published in 1717 by Samuel Garth, John Dryden et al.; see the original text: “Pronáque cùm spectent 
animalia cætera terram; | Os homini sublime dedit: cœlúmque tueri | Jussit, & erectos ad sidera 
tollere vultus. | Sic, modò quæ fuerat rudis & sine imagine, tellus | Induit ignotas hominum conversa 
figuras” (Ovid 1772, 3).
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The foramen magnum is the entrance, through which the medullary substance must 
pass the cranial cavity into the bony sheath formed by the vertebral or spinal column; 
this is its first and foremost function. But there is another one, and almost equally 
important: there are two nodes placed on the margins of this access, which are more 
elevated than the rest; they touch the first of the cervical vertebrae, and, together with 
these vertebrae they are a sort of hinge or rather a knee joint on which all movements 
of the head must be performed. (WP trans.)36 

Daubenton next describes the different positions of the foramen magnum in man 
and quadrupeds, in fish and oviparous animals, in order to draw some important 
conclusions, especially regarding the difference between man and orang-utan:

Such a marked difference was not to be regarded as a simple variation; Mr. Daubenton 
supposed that that it had to be regarded in relation to the different posture, to which 
man and the other animals are destined: for man, being formed to walk upright and 
on his two feet, it was necessary that his head kept balance on the vertebral column. 
It was absolutely unnecessary for him to lower it comfortably to the ground […]. 
(WP trans.)37

Animals pick up their food from the ground; man has hands to bring it to his 
mouth, and therefore has no need to stoop down. It would be difficult for him to 
walk on all fours, even if he preferred to do so, whereas it is completely natural 
for animals:

By contrast, since quadrupeds are forced to look for food on the ground, it was needed 
that their heads were somehow pensile and their jaws rather elongated; consequently 
the hinge of the head had to be placed at the part of its back, where it may actually be 
observed. (WP trans.)38 

The position of the foramen magnum may vary: in toads, frogs, fish or reptiles 
the head and the direction of the body form an absolutely straight line, and 

36 “Le grand trou occipital est l’ouverture par laquelle la substance médullaire doit passer par 
la boite du crâne dans la gaîne osseuse, formée par la colonne vertébrale ou épine du dos: c’est le 
premier & le principal de ses usages, mais il en a encore un autre presqu’aussi important; deux 
points placés sur les bords de cette ouverture, & plus relevés que le reste, touchent à la première 
des vertebres du cou, & sont avec ces vertebres, comme la charniere ou plutôt le genou sur lequel se 
doivent exécuter tous les mouvemens de la tête” (Daubenton 1767, 97).
37 “Une différence aussi considérable ne pouvoit pas passer pour une simple variété; M. Daubenton 
soupçonna qu’elle devoit tenir à l’attitude différente à laquelle l’homme & les autres animaux sont 
destinés; l’homme formé pour aller debout & sur les deux pieds, avoit besoin que sa tête fût en 
équilibre sur la colonne vertébrale, & il n’étoit nullement nécessaire qu’il la pût aisément baisser 
jusqu’à terre […].”(ivi, 98).
38 “Les quadrupèdes, au contraire, obligés de chercher leur nourriture à terre, avoient besoin que 
leur tête fût comme pendante & leurs mâchoires très allongées, il falloit donc que la charnière de leur 
tête fût placée tout-à-fait à la partie postérieure, & c’est aussi ce que l’on observe” (ivi, 99).
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therefore the foramen is exactly at the back of the head. The closer the animal 
organism approaches the human form, the more it moves down to the basis 
of the crane, as in the apes, who may even imitate human behaviour, walk on 
their hind legs and feed with their front paws. But the barrier between them 
and humans remains insurmountable. Daubenton concludes by praising the 
infinite wisdom of the creator in achieving such a variety in animals by using 
this simple expedient in their organisation39, but he refrains from drawing 
further conclusions. 

Not so Zimmermann and Herder; for them the upright posture is the key 
to man’s singular position in the animal kingdom, and even human language 
depends on it. In his survey of the results of anatomical comparisons between 
humans and different kinds of apes, given by Blumenbach, Buffon, Camper, 
Daubenton, De Pauw or Tyson, Zimmermann arrives at the conclusion that there 
can be no doubt that humans are a separate species in the animal kingdom, 
but that within this species there are no differences as to what constitutes the 
essence of ‘humanity’40. There are especially two authors he attacks constantly: 
Rousseau, for the quip in his second discourse On the Origin of Inegality (1755) 
that orangs refrain from using language, in order to escape slavery41; and the 
Italian physician Pietro Moscati and his memorandum on the differences between 
humans and animals, for asserting that it would be more natural for man to crawl 
on all fours (Delle corporee differenze essenziali che passano tra la struttura dei 
bruti e la umana, 1770)42. Zimmermann insists especially on the fact, that all over 
the world discoverers have never met with tribes which, even if their standard of 
living and of social organization could be regarded as rather rudimentary, lacked 
language, as orangs and all other apes do. And of course it is evident, that these 
various kinds of apes are incapable of living outside their natural habitat; they 
remain prisoners of this habitat, since they lack the skill to overcome by artificial 
means unsuitable climate conditions in order to survive; and humans are able 
to adjust to these not only on physiological grounds, but because they are tool-
makers. The erect posture enables them not only to use their hands freely, but 
they are capable of inventing instruments in order to shape their surroundings 
according to their needs. 

39 Ivi, 100.
40 Zimmermann 1778-1783, Vol. I (1778): 117-129; this passage has been reprinted in the 
documents of my edition of Herder’s Ideen (HWP III. 1: 1095-1103).
41 Rousseau 1975; see De l’origine de l’inégalité, note (j): 106-112.
42 Moscati’s treatment of the question found favour even with Kant, who published a review of 
the German edition of this work in 1771; for a comprehensive treatment of the problem of the erect 
posture in Rousseau, Moscati and Kant see Bayertz 2014, 183-206. 
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Herder took up these essential points in the first two volumes of his Ideen 
(1784-1785); but already before he knew about Daubenton’s study from 
Zimmermann’s History (1778), he had dedicated a justly famous study to the 
question of the Origin of Language (Über den Ursprung der Sprache, 1772). 
The Academy of Science in Berlin had proposed in 1770 a competition on the 
question if language was an invention man could arrive at by his own abilities, 
or whether the biblical account was true, and God had breathed language 
into Adam himself. The text is one of the founding moments of philosophical 
anthropology, and Herder developed his reply to the question of the Academy 
by contrasting the instinct of animals, which is not able to overstep a limitated 
capacity of perception, and man’s unfettered access to the realms of experience 
and illimitable capacities to act. Since man is not constrained by instinct and, 
therefore, hampered in his experience of the surrounding world, he becomes, 
as Herder says,

free-standing, can seek for himself a sphere that is suitable to provide him with a 
reflection, he may even mirror himself within himself. No longer an unerring machine 
in the hands of nature, he becomes the object and the goal of his own craftsmanship. 
This disposition of his forces in their totality may be termed ad libitum, ‘understanding’, 
‘reason’, ‘awareness’ etc. – for me this is of no consequence, provided such terms 
are not meant to designate abstract forces of the mind or higher gradations of those 
capacities we also find in animals. It is the general disposition of all the forces man is 
provided with; the complete husbandry of his nature, in his acts of feeling and discerning, 
discerning and desiring; or rather: it is the single positive force of thinking, which is tied 
to the specific organization of man’s body, and what is called reason in him, in animals 
becomes craftsmanship. In man it is deemed liberty, in animals it becomes instinct. The 
difference is not a gradual one, or a supplementary dose of forces, but it consists in a 
totally different direction and deployment of all his forces. (WP trans.)43

43 Herder, Abhandlung über den Ursprung der Sprache: “Da er [der Mensch] auf keinen Punkt blind 
fällt, und blind liegenbleibt: so wird er freistehend, kann sich eine Sphäre der Bespiegelung suchen, 
kann sich in sich selbst bespiegeln. Nicht mehr eine unfehlbare Maschine in den Händen der Natur, 
wird er sich selbst Zweck und Ziel der Bearbeitung. Man nenne diese ganze Disposition seiner Kräfte, 
wie man wolle, Verstand, Vernunft, Besinnung usw. Wenn man diese Namen nicht für abgesonderte 
Kräfte oder für bloße Stuffenerhöhungen der Tierkräfte annimmt: so gilts mir gleich. Es ist die ganze 
Einrichtung aller Menschlichen Kräfte; die ganze Haushaltung seiner sinnlichen und erkennenden, 
seiner erkennenden und wollenden Natur; oder vielmehr – Es ist die einzige positive Kraft des Denkens, 
die mit einer gewissen Organisation des Körpers verbunden bei den Menschen so Vernunft heißt, wie 
sie bei den Tieren Kunstfähigkeit wird: die bei ihm Freiheit heißt, und bei den Tieren Instinkt wird. Der 
Unterschied ist nicht in Stuffen, oder in Zugabe von Kräften, sondern in einer ganz verschiedenartigen 
Richtung und Auswickelung aller Kräfte”. (HWP II, 251-357; here: 271-272). Michael N. Forster’s 
selection of works by Herder 2002 contains a complete English version of the Treatise on the Origin 
of Language, which I have consulted; but I prefer to present a rendering of my own which is more 
explicit (Herder 2002, 65-164; here: 82-83). – Main sources for Herder’s treatment of the contrast 
between the instinct of animals and human reason are: Condillac’s Traité des animaux (1755), the 
article on Instinct in Vol. VIII of the Encyclopédie (1765) and the treatment of this subject by Hermann 
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Already in the Treatise he had called language “a distinctive character of the 
human species” (“einen eignen Charakter der Menschheit”), and which is common 
to all men; the third and fourth books in the first Volume of the Ideas elaborated 
these features, with the help of the arguments Daubenton and Zimmermann had 
provided44.

4. How to Write a History of Mankind: Diversity and Varieties 
of Men in Meiners, Herder and Alexander von Humboldt

In 1785 Herder published the second volume of his Ideen, in which he tried to 
establish some general principles regarding how humans created social and 
cultural techniques, in order to survive under different living conditions. His 
main aim was to show that mankind depend, from the outset of their history, on 
the ability to satisfy basic needs for which natural environment is not providing 
freely: Rousseau’s idea of man living in a blissfully indolent natural state had 
proved wrong, even for the islands of the Pacific Ocean, explored by Bougainville 

and Cook45. Against Rousseau, Herder took the part of Adam Ferguson, who had 
opened his Essay on the History of Civil Society (1767) with an eulogy on the 
creative power of mankind:

Samuel Reimarus (Allgemeine Betrachtungen über die Triebe der Thiere, hauptsächlich über ihre 
Kunsttriebe, 1760, revised 1762); see the commentary to Herder’s Treatise in HWP II: 950-954.
44 See especially the following chapters of Herder, Outlines 1800: Book III. 4: Of the Instincts of 
Animals (59); Book III.5: Advancement of the Creature[s] to a combination of several Ideas, and to a 
particular freer use of the Senses and Limbs (63); Book III.6: Organic Differences between Men and 
Beasts (67); Book IV.1: Man is organized to a Capacity of Reasoning (71); Book IV.2: Retrospect from 
the Organization of the human Head to inferior creatures, the Heads of which approach it in Form (82); 
Book IV.3: Man is organized for more perfect Senses, for the Exercise of Art, and the use of Language 
(85); Book IV.4: Man is organized to finer Instincts, and in consequence to Freedom of Action (89). 
For the original texts see Ideen, HWP III.1, Buch III.4: Von den Trieben der Tiere (91); Buch III.5: 
Fortbildung der Geschöpfe zu einer Verbindung mehrerer Begriffe und zu einem eigenen freiern 
Gebrauch der Sinnne und Glieder (96); Buch III. 6: Organischer Unterschied der Tiere und Menschen 
(101); Buch IV.1: Der Mensch ist zur Vernunftfähigkeit organisieret (107); Buch IV.2: Zurücksicht von 
der Organisation des menschlichen Haupts auf die niedern Geschöpfe, die sich seiner Bildung nähern 
(122); Buch IV.3: Der Mensch ist zu feinern Sinnen, zur Kunst und zur Sprache organisieret (126); Buch 
IV.4: Der Mensch ist zu feinern Trieben, mithin zur Freiheit organisieret (131).
45 From the accounts of Jesuit missionaries in the early seventeenth century to the travel reports 
by Bougainville, James Cook and Georg Forster at the end of the eighteenth century, the descriptions 
of the life of indigenous nations in both Americas and in the South Sea caused a stir of vivid interest: 
in the theory of Natural Law and for philosophy, the state of nature became a crucial point in 
establishing human rights and moral obligations in modern “civilized” cultures. Montesquieu, 
Muratori, Rousseau, Diderot, Ferguson, De Pauw, Herder, Kant or Raynal are to be named among the 
illustrious authors who contributed to the debate; see Proß 2017, especially 18-26.
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We speak of art as distinguished from nature; but art itself is natural to man. He is in 
some measure the artificer of his own frame, as well as his fortune, and is destined, 
from the first age of his being, to invent and contrive. He applies the same talents 
to a variety of purposes, and acts nearly the same part in very different scenes. He 
would be always improving on his subject, and he carries this intention where-ever 
he moves, through the streets of the populous city, or the wilds of the forest. While 
he appears equally fitted to every condition, he is upon this account unable to settle 
in any. At once obstinate and fickle, he complains of innovations, and is never sated 
with novelty. He is perpetually busied in reformations, and is continually wedded to 
his errors. If he dwell in a cave, he would improve it into a cottage; if he has already 
built, he would still build to a greater extent. But he does not propose to make rapid 
and hasty transitions; his steps are progressive and slow […]. The occupations of 
men, in every condition, bespeak their freedom of choice, their various opinions, and 
the multiplicity of wants by which they are urged: but they enjoy, or endure, with a 
sensibility, or a phlegm, which are nearly the same in every situation. They possess 
the shores of the Caspian, or the Atlantic, by a different tenure, but with equal ease. 
On the one they are fixed to the soil, and seem to be formed for settlement, and the 
accommodation of cities […]. On the other they are mere animals of passage, prepared 
to roam on the face of the earth, and with their herds, in search of new pasture and 
favourable seasons, to follow the sun in his annual course. (Ferguson 1966, 6-7)

But contemporaneously to Herder’s second volume, the historian Christoph 
Meiners (1747-1810) published his Grundriß der Geschichte der Menschheit, 
which went in the opposite direction of Herder’s universalism46. Its author, 
however, who taught history at the University of Göttingen, predicted that this 
Outline would establish a completely “new science” of mankind and its historical 
evolution. Its starting points should be the history of the Earth and the beginnings 
of human development; its procedures would be based on comparisons between 
different nations and their levels of culture: 

History of mankind, as a science, begins by some hints on the present shape of the Earth 
and its history, and on the oldest abodes of men; it follows their gradual expansion 
over all parts of the globe, and details the original differences of wild nations as to 
the shapes of their bodies and the dispositions of mind and heart. It describes and 
compares further different levels of culture, food and drink, abodes and clothing, 
ornaments and particular habits, the education of children and treatment of women, 
the forms of government and laws, their habits and concepts of decency decency and 
propriety, of honour and disgrace, and finally the opinions and the knowledge of all 
nations and especially of those which are uncivilized and half-cultivated. (WP trans.)47

46 For a detailed account on Meiners see Gierl 2008.
47 I am using here the second edition of the Grundriß; see Meiners 1786, Vorrede: ** 1 r-v: “Die 
Geschichte der Menschheit ist eine Wissenschaft, in welcher nach einleitenden Betrachtungen über 
den gegenwärtigen und vormaligen Zustand der Erde, und über die ältesten Wohnsize der Menschen 
die allmälige Verbreitung derselben über alle Theile der Erde, samt den ursprünglichen Unterschieden 
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Interestingly enough, Meiners had added to his volume a – rather critical – survey 
of some authors that had inspired his project, naming even Herder’s first part 
of the Ideen, without taking him really into account; among his models were the 
Sketches by Lord Kames and the Remarks by Falconer, whom he critizised for lack 
of systematicity; and above all Montesquieu, whose Esprit des lois had met with 
his special approval48. The traditions of Aristotle and Hippocrates are explicitly 
present in these books, and his claim to originality seems therefore far less well 
founded than he pretended. But there is one author whom Meiners had made 
stand out among his models: Cornelis de Pauw and his Recherches philosophiques 
sur les Américains (1768-1770). De Pauw had given a depreciating account of the 
two Americas, where nature had proved herself in his eyes as a true stepmother, 
by withholding all the amenities Europe or Asia could boast of: wasteland, swamps 
and uninhabitable regions fostered, in an uncongenial climate, only precarious 
and mutilated life forms in animals and plants. And following the principle of 
Hippocrates of the assimilation of land and humans, he surmised that this was also 
true of the inhabitants of America: they had to be, consequentially, mentally and 
morally feeble, physically degenerate, and therefore an easy prey for the stronger 
and unscrupulous European colonialists (whose cruelty, by the way, is mercilessly 
denounced by de Pauw; his book is certainly no justification of racism). Of course, 
having never visited the continent himself, he was unable to exhibit real proof for 
the gloomy vision he had sketched of this continent and its inhabitants; but he 
served Meiners for his own purpose: as a model for the ‘discovery’, of which he 
claimed the exclusive merit for himself. It is a freely invented rift that, according 
to Meiners, splits up humanity first into the totally different branches or stems 
of “Caucasians” (or “Tartarians”) and “Mongolians”. Meiners not only dismissed 
the Mongolians as irrelevant for the development of any civilisation, but he 
subdivided again the Caucasians into two completely different “races”, insisting on 
the superiority of the European “Celts” over the “inept” Slavs:

der Völker in der Bildung des Cörpers, und in den Anlagen des Geistes und Herzens aus einander gesezt, 
und dann die verschiedenen Grade der Cultur, die Nahrungsmittel und Getränke, die Wohnungen, und 
Kleidungen, der Puz, und merkwürdige Gewohnheiten, die Erziehung der Kinder, und Behandlung der 
Weiber, die Regierungsformen, und Geseze, die Sitten, und Begriffe von Wohlstand und Anstand, von 
Ehre und Schande, endlich die Meynungen, und Kenntnisse aller Völker, besonders der unaufgeklärten, 
und halbcultivirten beschrieben, und mit einander verglichen werden”.
48 For the list of authors mentioned by Meiners see the last six pages of his Preface (ivi, ** 6r – ** 8v); 
see further the last 44 pages of the Grundriß (without pagination), which lists a series of texts he was 
referring to, sometimes with short comments on their value. Among the authors he mentioned were 
the Swiss Isaak Iselin and his Philosophical Conjectures on the History of Mankind (Philosophische 
Muthmaßungen über die Geschichte der Menschheit, 1764), Adam Ferguson (An Essay on the History of 
Civil Society, 1767), or John Millar (Observations Concerning the Distinction of Ranks in Society, 1771); 
special praise went to Antoine-Yves Goguet’s history on the development of social and cultural 
techniques (De l’origine des loix, des arts, & des sciences, 1758).
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The history of mankind alone embraces man as a whole, and shows what he was like, at 
all times and everywhere, to the last ends of the globe […] Among all the observations 
presented in this Outline, which I think I am entitled to claim as my own, there is no 
other statement that is better ascertained by proofs and facts, and more fraught with 
significant implications for many disciplines, than the following: that the human species 
in its present state is formed by two principal branches, the Tartarian respectively 
Caucasian and the Mongolian stem. The latter is not only much more feeble in body and 
mind, but also far more ill-natured and inept than the Caucasian. The Caucasian branch, 
in the end, is subdiveded into two races, the Celtic and the Slavic; the first is, once more, 
best equipped as to intellectual capacities and virtues. Only by this observation, to which 
I am led by facts […], it may be explained, how the human species has spread gradually 
over the earth and how the different nations descended from each other and how they 
became related. On these grounds, you may further explain why great legislators, wise 
men and heroes, and why arts and sciences have arisen and flourished exclusively 
among certain nations; and why arts and sciences, when they were taken over by other 
nations, were rather made to deteriorate than to gain in perfection, and lastly, why, 
regardless of all the pains taken, they could never find favour with some other nations. 
Further, it will be possible to explain, why a single continent and some specific nations 
have almost always been those who ruled, while the rest of them were their servants; 
why from time immemorial the goddess of liberty has taken up her abode within such 
narrow boundaries, while despotism in its most terrible form erected its unshakable 
throne among most of the nations of the earth. Finally, it will give the reason why the 
nations of Europe could, even in a state of ferocity and barbarity, differ so widely from 
the savages and barbarians of other continents: for they were distinguished by their 
higher virtues, by their greater susceptibility to enlightenment, and by their social 
organisation, their laws and art of war, and by their behaviour against women, slaves 
and conquered enemies. (WP trans.)49

49 Meiners 1786, Vorrede: **3v–**4v: “Die Geschichte der Menschheit allein begreift den ganzen 
Menschen, und zeigt ihn, wie er zu allen Zeiten und in allen Enden, der Erde beschaffen war. […] 
Unter allen in diesem Grundrisse enthaltenen Beobachtungen, die ich als die meinigen anzusehen 
das Recht zu haben glaube, scheint mir keine andere auf so viele Zeugnisse und Facta gegründet und 
so reich an wichtigen Folgerungen für viele Wissenschaften zu seyn, als diese: daß das gegenwärtige 
Menschengeschlecht aus zween Hauptstämmen bestehe, dem Tatarischen oder Kaukasischen, und 
dem Mongolischen Stamm: daß der leztere nicht nur viel schwächer von Cörper und Geist, sondern 
auch viel übel gearteter und tugendleerer, als der Kaukasische sey: daß endlich der Kaukasische 
Stamm wiederum in zwo Racen zerfalle, in die Celtische und Slawische, unter welchen wiederum die 
erstere am reichsten an Geistesgaben und Tugenden sey. Aus dieser Beobachtung allein, worauf mich 
gerade die Facta hinführten, […] kann man es erklären, wie sich das menschliche Geschlecht allmälich 
über die Erde verbreitet hat, und wie die verschiedenen Nationen von einander entsprungen und 
mit einander verwandt sind: ferner, warum grosse Gesetzgeber, Weise und Helden, warum Künste 
und Wissenschaften nur unter gewissen Völkern entstanden und ausgebildet, warum die leztern 
von andern Nationen zwar aufgenommen, aber mehr verschlimmert als vervollkommt wurden, 
und warum sie endlich unter andern Völkern aller Bemühungen ungeachtet keinen Eingang finden 
konnten: warum ein einziger Erdtheil und gewisse Völker fast immer die herrschenden, und alle 
übrigen die dienenden waren: warum von jeher die Göttinn der Freyheit nur innerhalb so enger 
Gränzen wohnte, und der schrecklichste Despotismus hingegen seinen unerschütterlichsten Thron 
unter den meisten Völkern der Erde aufschlug: warum endlich die Europäischen Nationen selbst im 
Zustande der Wildheit und Barbarey sich so sehr von den Wilden und Barbaren der übrigen Erdtheile 
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This theory was certainly not based on real observations, let alone on proofs 
or facts, of which Meiners was boasting so much; in this respect he was not 
different from de Pauw. He might have used the treatise De generis humani 
varietate nativa (On the Congenital Differences in Mankind, 1776) by Johann 
Friedrich Blumenbach, but he did not take up the arguments the physiologist had 
introduced into the debate, and the term “Caucasian” was his own invention50. 
What Meiners presented was essentially an atrophied version of the theory 
of Aristotle: he simply stated that Slavs and Mongols were by nature “inferior 
races” in comparison to the Celtic branch of humanity. He gave no reason for 
his view, not even by going back to Hippocrates and blaming an impact of their 
territories of origin in Central or Northern Asia, or finding some other cause. 
The only vague assumption he offered, was a presumed general “ineptitude” of 
developing higher levels of civilization. His position was all the more erratic, 
since contemporaries like Rousseau, Diderot or Herder thought that Poland, the 
Baltic countries and Russia under Empress Catherine II were ‘young’ countries, 
on their way to new forms of social and political life, without the blemishes and 
errors of the institutions of the ‘older’ states of Europe51. And as a historian, 
he should have been familiar with the invasions of China in the thirteenth and 
seventeenth centuries by the Mongols and Manchus, and the ensuing cultural 
consequences, both for the conquerors and the conquered. 

With his division of humanity into the branches of Caucasians or Celts and 
Mongols, of which only the first were susceptible of cultural refinement, Meiners 
presented a sharp contrast to Herder’s belief into one humanity in variegate 
shapes. For the author of the Ideen, mankind knew basically a threefold history: 
the first one he shared with all animals; it is the geographical history of man, of 

durch ihre höhern Tugenden, durch ihre grössere Empfänglichkeit gegen Aufklärung, durch ihre 
Verfassung, Geseze, und Art zu kriegen, durch ihr Betragen gegen Weiber, Sclaven und überwundene 
Feinde auszeichneten”.
50 For the aspects Blumenbach introduced into the debate on the term “race”, see infra Mario 
Marino’s contribution to this volume (Chap. 2).
51 Rousseau’s famous Considérations sur le gouvernement de Pologne, written in 1771-1772, were 
published in 1782. Diderot had been the guest of Catherine II in Saint Petersburg in 1773, and the 
essential points of their conversations on the reformation of the Russian state and society have been 
preserved in his Records for the Empress (for the first complete edition of these Mémoires see Diderot 
1966). While staying in Riga, the young Herder was much taken by the contrast between rural life 
in Latvia and the artificiality of the – mostly German –upper classes. In the Journal of his voyage 
from Riga to France he envisaged a bright future for the cultural development of the Slavic nations 
between the Baltic and the Black Seas (Journal meiner Reise im Jahr 1769; see HWP I, 409-410); his 
dream was even to find a position as a counsellor at the court in Saint Petersburg (see Proß 1988). 
Later on, his chapter on Slavian Nations in the last volume of the Ideen (1791) was to become one 
of the most influential texts for the development of national identities in Eastern Europe in the 19th 
Century (see Herder 1800, Outlines, Book XVI.4: 482-484; HWP III/1, Ideen XVI.4: 640-643, and the 
commentary to his sources: HWP III/2, 796-797). 
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his expansion and migrations over the Earth. In contrast to animals however, 
his technical ability to adapt himself to differing climatic zones allowed him 
to spread over the Earth and guaranteed his survival, even under the difficult 
conditions in the arctic and the torrid zones. Whereas in such territories, he was 
too busy to supply to his needs in order to develop an elaborate way of life, in 
regions with a temperate climate his capacities could take him a step forward. 
Climate is, as we have seen, for Herder only an accidental factor; but the decisive 
event which may change the history of a tribe or a nation, is the passage from a 
nomadic state of hunting and gathering or shepherding to a sedentary life, based 
on agriculture52. Fertile climates facilitate this second step into a new phase of 
history, but this is not the outcome of a desire of improvement; men stumble 
upon inventions without any design, and new social institutions are established 
by accident, as Herder states in accordance with Ferguson. The accumulation 
of cultural techniques in a stage of development, when nature reduces the 
urgent needs for self-preservation and allows a greater freedom of testing their 
abilities, may provide them with artificial skills that will be useful for a life even 
under unfavorable climate conditions. This is the third history of man, in which 
his industry makes him independent from his natural surroundings; Voltaire 
already had made the same observation on the development of civilization53. 
Therefore, Herder speaks of a ‘second genesis’ of man; his biological outfit is 
for all nations and tribes the same, and the capability of inventing the means to 
secure his self-preservation is rooted in his organization. And in that sense small 
human communities, which lead a very modest life on a low scale of domination 
of nature, and societies, which are based on a complex social system and on 
elaborate technical know-how, are in the end not different:

Whether we name this second genesis of man cultivation from the culture of the 
ground, or enlightening from the action of light, is of little import; the chain of light 
and cultivation reaches to the end of the Earth. Even the inhabitant of California or 
Tierra del Fuego learns to make and use bow and arrow; he has language and ideas, 
practices and arts, which he learned, as we learn them: so far, therefore, he is actually 

52 Herder 1800, Outlines Book VIII. 3: 206-207 (HWP III.1, Ideen VIII.3: 282-283).
53 For a detailed account of Herder’s “three histories” see Proß 1999. – For Voltaire see the Avant-
propos to the Essai sur les mœurs: “If you wish to instruct yourself philosophically on the affairs 
regarding this planet, you will turn first your eyes to the Orient, the cradle of all arts, and which 
has bestowed everything to the Occident. The climates of the Orient, in close neighbourhood to the 
South, received everything from nature; we instead, in our northern Occident, owe everything to 
time, to commerce and to a slowly advancing industriousness” (WP trans.). See Voltaire 1963, Vol. I: 
197: “En vous instruisant en philosophe de ce qui concerne ce globe, vous portez d’abord votre vue 
sur l’Orient, berceau de tous les arts, et qui a donné tout à l’Occident. Les climats orientaux, voisins 
du Midi, tiennent tout de la nature; et nous, dans notre Occident septentrional, nous devons tout au 
temps, au commerce, à une industrie tardive”.
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cultivated and enlightened, though in the lowest order. Thus the difference between 
enlightened and unenlightened, cultivated and uncultivated nations is not specific; 
but only in degree. This part of the picture of nations has infinite shades, changing 
with place and time: and like other pictures, much depends on the point of view, from 
which we examine it54.

Barclays Icon animorum is taken up here quite explicitely in Herder’s expression 
of the ‘picture of the nations’ with ‘their infinite shades’, according to their ‘place 
and time’. There is one ‘principal law’ in all the developments and changes of the 
history of mankind,

that every where on our Earth whatever could be has been, according to the situation 
and wants of the place, the circumstances and occasions of the time, and the native 
or generated character of the people. Admit active human powers, in a determinate 
relation to the age, and to their place on the Earth, and all the vicissitudes in the 
history of man will ensue55. 

Herder’s work had great impact on the formation of the brothers Wilhelm and 
Alexander von Humboldt and their anthropology56. His position on human 
varieties figured prominently in the famous public lectures Alexander von 
Humboldt gave in Berlin in 1827-1828, before an audience, where no less than 
the King of Prussia and his court, but equally members of the lower classes were 
attending57. These lectures on the description of the physical world were an 
outline of his comprehensive work Kosmos, which started to appear in 1845 and 
which he left unfinished at his death in 1859. In order to complete the survey 
of our globe he gave in these conferences, Alexander von Humboldt turned 

54 Herder 1800, Outlines Book IX.1: 228; see Ideen Buch IX.1: “Wollen wir diese zweite Genesis des 
Menschen, die sein ganzes Leben durchgeht, von der Bearbeitung des Ackers Cultur oder vom Bilde 
des Lichts Aufklärung nennen: so stehet uns der Name frei; die Kette der Cultur und Aufklärung reicht 
aber sodann bis an das Ende der Erde. Auch der Californier und Feuerländer lernte Bogen und Pfeile 
machen und sie gebrauchen: er hat Sprache und Begriffe, Übungen und Künste, die er lernte, wie wir 
sie lernen; sofern ward er also wirklich cultiviert und aufgekläret, wiewohl im niedrigsten Grade. 
Der Unterschied zwischen aufgeklärten und unaufgeklärten, cultivierten und uncultivierten Völkern 
ist also nicht specifisch; sondern nur Gradweise. Das Gemälde der Nationen hat hier unendliche 
Schattierungen, die mit den Räumen und Zeiten wechseln; es kommt also auch bei ihm, wie bei jedem 
Gemälde, auf den Standpunkt an, in dem man die Gestalten wahrnimmt” (HWP III/1, 309-310).
55 Herder 1800, Outlines Book XII/6: 348; see Ideen XII/6: “[Das Hauptgesetz ist,] daß allenthalben 
auf unserer Erde werde, was auf ihr werden kann, Teils nach Lage und Bedürfnis des Orts, Teils nach 
Umständen und Gelegenheiten der Zeit, Teils nach dem angebornen oder sich erzeugenden Charakter 
der Völker. Setzet lebendige Menschenkräfte in bestimmte Verhältnisse ihres Orts und Zeitmaßes auf 
der Erde und es ereignen sich alle Veränderungen der Menschheitsgeschichte” (HWP III/1, 465).
56 For Herder’s influence on the formation of the brothers Humboldt see the fundamental study by 
Mook 2012.
57 For the circumstances of this event see the Introduction to A. von Humboldt 2004, 11-36.
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from lecture X onward to the question of man’s place in this world; he started 
with the remark that naturalists should on principle relinquish the theory of 
different races. Nature has unlimited power to vary the outward appearance of 
her creatures, without having to create always a new and distinct species (A. von 
Humboldt 2004, 127-135; here: 129). Despite many obscurities and uncertainties 
as to the origin of mankind, so he continued in lecture XI, there was no cause for 
doubting the possibility or likelihood of the unity and common descent of man; 
what for Lord Kames had been a ‘miracle’ which was hard to believe, for A. von 
Humboldt was plain truth. The theory of five principally different branches of 
humanity, proposed for the first time by Linnaeus, deserved according to him to 
be totally dismissed; not only for the distinction of races in itself, but even more 
for the names and descriptions that had been given to the various kinds of men 
– in his eyes they were an insult to humanity (A. von Humboldt 2004, 136-146; 
here: 137). And the aspects on which theories of races were mostly based, were 
of a superficial kind: the textures and pigments of skin, the structure of hair or the 
facial angle in man are variable, but rather insignificant phenomena, compared 
to his essential characteristics – reason, language and erect posture (A. von 
Humboldt 2004, 137 and 146). Especial criticism among the authors he names 
goes to Meiners, otherwise a historian of merit for A. v. Humboldt, but who is in 
his eyes responsible for the justification of slavery and of the promotion of slave 
trade (A. von Humboldt 2004, 142-143). What he demands of anthropology as a 
science, is best expressed by a remark in Herder’s Letters for the Advancement of 
Humanity (1797): “to recognize humanity in each human being”58. 

In the first volume of the definitive redaction of the Kosmos, Alexander von 
Humboldt launched in 1845 once more a general attack on all theories that cast 
doubts on the unity of mankind; no longer did he mention single authors as 
in his Lectures, apart from Aristotle, whom he regarded as the source of these 
obnoxious views. But he inserted a passionate appeal in favour of humanity from 
a book by his older brother Wilhelm von Humboldt:

By asserting the unity of the human species we combat, at the same time, all sorts 
of an unfortunate belief in the existence of nobler and lower races of men. * There 
are nations that are more pliable, and nations of a higher degree of civilisation and 
spiritual refinement, but there are no nations of a nobler pedigree than others. All of 
them are equally destined to liberty: in less refined stages, freedom is the prerogative 
of the individual; in the state of civil society it can be enjoyed in a community by means 
of their political institutions. “If we wish to make stand out one idea that distinguished 
itself in the course of universal history by its increasing persuasiveness, and has given 
proof of the perfectibility our entire species (a feature that has been contested many 

58 Herder 1990; Briefe zu Beförderung der Humanität, Zehnte Sammlung (1797), Brief 116: 701 
(Herder speaks of the necessity of “die Anerkennung der Menschheit im Menschen”).
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times, and misconstrued even more often): it is the idea of humanity. Humanity is 
the endeavour to remove the barriers which have been set up hostilely between men 
by prejudices and one-sided views of all sorts; humanity is, by disregarding religion, 
nation and colour, the attempt to treat mankind as one closely related stock, as a unity 
that exists in order to achieve one single goal: the free development of the inner force. 
This is the ultimate, outermost goal of sociability, and equally the direction imparted 
to mankind by its very nature to enhance its existence indefinitely.” ** 
* Unfortunately, we find in the Politics by Aristotle (Book I. 3, 5, 6) a systematic 
exposition of the most disagreeable views on the inequality of men in their legal 
claims to liberty, and on slavery as an institution based on nature herself; they have 
been reproduced quite often in later times.
** Wilhelm von Humboldt über die Kawi-Sprache. [Berlin 1839] Vol. III: 426. 
(WP trans.)59

Concluding Remarks

In the age of nationalism and colonialism of the nineteenth century however, the 
tradition of Enlightenment ideas had already begun to wane; and the voices of 
humanity, science and reason were silenced by ideologies of social Darwinism 
and racist justifications of the superiority of some ‘races’ over other so-called 
‘inferior’ varieties of mankind. Men from the technically advanced civilizations 
had already become inured to setting aside all civilized behaviour in their 
dealings with people they regarded as different from themselves, resulting in 
the infamous racial persecutions and colonial oppression in the history of the 

59 A. von Humboldt, Kosmos, Vol. I, 1845: Tellurischer Teil des Kosmos; see the text: 162-386, and 
notes: 416-493; here: 385-386 (notes: 492): “Indem wir die Einheit des Menschengeschlechtes 
behaupten, widerstreben wir auch jeder unerfreulichen Annahme * von höheren und niederen 
Menschenracen. Es giebt bildsamere, höher gebildete, durch geistige Cultur veredelte: aber keine 
edleren Volksstämme. Alle sind gleichmäßig zur Freiheit bestimmt: zur Freiheit, welche in roheren 
Zuständen dem Einzelnen, in dem Staatenleben bei dem Genuß politischer Institutionen der 
Gesammtheit als Berechtigung zukommt. »Wenn wir eine Idee bezeichnen wollen, die durch die ganze 
Geschichte hindurch in immer mehr erweiterter Geltung sichtbar ist; wenn irgend eine die vielfach 
bestrittene, aber noch vielfacher mißverstandene Vervollkommnung des ganzen Geschlechtes 
beweist: so ist es die Idee der Menschlichkeit: das Bestreben, die Grenzen, welche Vorurtheile 
und einseitige Ansichten aller Art feindselig zwischen die Menschen gestellt, aufzuheben; und die 
gesammte Menschheit: ohne Rücksicht auf Religion, Nation und Farbe, als Einen großen, nahe 
verbrüderten Stamm, als ein zur Erreichung Eines Zweckes, der freien Entwicklung innerlicher Kraft, 
bestehendes Ganzes zu behandeln. Es ist dies das letzte, äußerste Ziel der Geselligkeit, und zugleich 
die durch seine Natur selbst in ihn gelegte Richtung des Menschen auf unbestimmte Erweiterung 
seines Daseins […]”. **

* Das Unerfreulichste und in späteren Zeiten so oft Wiederholte über die ungleiche Berechtigung der 
Menschen zur Freiheit und über Sklaverei als eine naturgemäße Einrichtung findet sich leider! sehr 
systematisch entwickelt in Aristoteles Politica I. 3, 5, 6.
** Wilhelm von Humboldt über die Kawi-Sprache. [Berlin 1839,] Bd. III: 426.
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nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The debates about human varieties and the 
equality of all human beings we have followed up from 1600 to 1800, have not 
been lost altogether: we find their heritage after World War II in the Declaration 
of Human Rights, “regardless of race, sex, nationality, ethnicity, language, 
religion, or any other status”, which has been proclaimed by the United Nations 
in Paris on December 10, 1948. It has been complemented by the Declaration on 
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples from September 13, 2007; this, however, is not 
a legally binding instrument or a law bearing document. Obviously, we are still 
lagging behind the rigorous principles we had quoted initially in the verdict of 
Lord Kames in the case of Joseph Knight, or in the remarks by Paolo Paruta on 
Aristotle’s Politics. Therefore, it is fitting to conclude with the laconic statement 
“aliud jus, aliud potentia”, used by the legal scholar Thomas Johnson in 1737 
in his commentary to Samuel Pufendorf’s treatment of human equality as a 
principle of Natural Law:

Right is one thing, power another. Superior gifts, whether of mind or body, do not 
quash the equality of men, in order to establish the right of dominion of one human 
over another. (WP trans.)60

60 “Aliud jus, aliud potentia. Superiores facultates (sint animi vel corporis) aequalitatem non 
destruunt, ut exinde jus imperii in alterum oriatur”; see Pufendorf 1737, Book I, Chap. VII: “It 
is imperative to acknowledge human equality” (De agnoscenda hominum æqualitate) § 2, note 3: 
259-260.
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